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AutoStone manufactured Audi tile has exacting dimensions for a successful on-grid installation.

F-1 and F-3 tiles can be installed on-grid on X-Axis
with a grout joint of 1/8”
wood tile width = 1193 mm (8”x48”)

Tile: F-1 (d)

Tile: F-3 (a)

Actual size:
594.5 x 594.5 x 10
mm’s

Actual size:
195.5 x 1193 x 10
mm’s

Format: 24” x 24” (nominal)

Format: 8” x 48” (nominal)

Series: TechnoGrafite
Product Code:
AS.ASK151.2424
Color: Graphite
Finish: Natural
Code: F-1 (d)

Series: TechnoGrey
Product Code:
AS.ASKM7WY.848
Color: Teak

F-3: 195.5 mm tile width
+ 4.0 mm grout joint
F-3: 195.5 mm tile width
+ 4.0 mm grout joint
F-3: 195.5 mm tile width
=F-1: 594.4 mm tile width (24”x24”)

with a grout joint of 1/8”

F-1 and F-3 tiles can be installed on-grid on Y-Axis

Advantage (1):

Finish: Matte|Natural

Code: F-3 (a)

F-1: 594.5 mm + 4 mm + F-1: 594.5 mm = F-3: 1193 mm
tile width + grout width + tile width

AutoStone is the best choice for your Audi Architectural Terminal project.
We are approved for: showroom, service drive and shop floor materials.
Select AutoStone for your Audi brand compliant dealership tile finish..
One provider for your entire facility. Go with the experts, select AutoStone.
All materials are built and manufactured to build better Audi dealerships!
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F-1D
AutoStone advantage:
* same tile thickness
* same tile dimension

F-3A
800-930-5159
audi@autostoneusa.com
3309 Matrix Drive Richardson, Texas 75082
800-930-5159 (Audi line) | 214-393-4875 (p) | 214-292.9387 (f)
audi@autostoneusa.com
autostoneusa.com | bestshopfloor.com
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Advantage (2): AutoStone manufactured Audi tile is same thickness, while other tile is not!
The AutoStone Advantage:

The AutoStone Advantage:

Other tiles have varied
dimensional thicknesses.
AutoStone tile is a consistent
platform.

AutoStone tiles F-1(d) and F-3(a) are 10 mm thickness, and deliver a
thicker large format tile to abut together in the showroom and customer
areas .

8 mm

9 mm

TCL supplied F-1 is 8 mm
thick (20% less tile than
AutoStone F-1).
TCL supplied F-3 is 9 mm
thick. (10% less tile than
AutoStone F-3).

AutoStone recommends thicker
large format tile to support vehicle
weight.
Materials of varied thickness may
require additional labor and
floating materials cost.

F-1D - Showroom Floor Tile

F-3A - Sales Area Floor Tile

Series: TechnoGrafite
Size: 24”x 24”
Code: AS.ASK151.2424
Color: Graphite | Finish: Natural

Series: TechnoGrey
Size: 08”x24”
Code: AS.ASKM7WY.824
Color: Teak | Finish: Natural

10 mm*

*the manufacturing tolerance is
+ or - .5 mm - exacting precision!.

F-1D
AutoStone advantage:
* same tile thickness
* same tile dimension

F-3A
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